The Trade Marks Law of the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia was approved by the Council of Ministers' Decision No. (140) dated 26/5/1423H. The Law was enacted by Royal Decree No. (M/21) dated 28/5/1423H. It is comprised of fifty-eight articles divided into ten sections. Article One (1) defines trade marks as "those names which have a specific form, signatures, words, letters, numbers, drawings, symbols, stamps, projected engravings and any other reference or any group of the same which are visible and suitable to distinguish industrial, commercial, vocational or agricultural products or a project for the utilization of forests or natural resources or to present that the item which carries the Trade Mark is owned by owner of the trade mark by the reason that it is manufactured, chosen or invented by said owner or that the said owner commercially deals in it or to represent and show the performance of one of the owners services."